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ABSTRACT
Computer Science and programming are changing the world, but not everyone has equal access to education about this field. In California, juvenile hall students typically lack opportunities to learn computer programming. In this paper, we present an experience report about the course we created to address the needs of this population. Specifically, we created and taught an introductory computing course focused on engagement. This project-based game design curriculum was launched to a small cohort of the juvenile hall in spring 2019. This course focused on engaging students while introducing computing programming concepts such as variables, logic and function. Student surveys and reports from their teacher showed this class had a positive impact and was well received by students and staff. We hypothesize and show initial positive indication that creative, game-oriented curriculum had a positive impact on the demographic. We also present some of the challenges encountered when working within the juvenile hall system and our solutions and general recommendations for these types of classes.
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1 INTRODUCTION
There is a need for greater diversity and acceptance in the tech industry [3, 4] and providing access to CS education to a wide audience is an important part of the solution to promoting diversity in tech. Creating access to computing education requires broad initiatives at all levels of education. Even before college, stereotypes are embedded in K-12 students, limiting who will pursue a CS degree [5, 9, 10, 13]. In addition, only certain students in K-12 have access to CS curricula [6]. For example, in 2017 in California, only 3% of the state’s 1.9 million high school students enrolled in a computer science course, with low income schools being four times less likely to offer AP computer science courses [2]. To achieve equity, there must be equal access to CS courses and students must be taught material tailored for all sorts of backgrounds, learning styles, and learning needs [11, 15].

This paper presents our experience designing and launching an introductory computer science course for the under-served population of incarcerated youth at a California Juvenile Hall. Given that the incarcerated youth population has very limited access to computer science education and that this education has benefits for all students, we believe it is important to introduce and study the effectiveness of this computing curriculum. We present information about our curriculum and initial evaluation of the course for this population. In particular, we wanted to validate whether the creativity of a project-based game design computer science curriculum was engaging and empowering for these students.

Research shows that young adults often believe the negative stereotypes associated with CS, such as CS being boring, only for the ‘smart’ students, antisocial, lacking creativity, and tedious [23]. A large part in creating equity is to break stereotypes before college; therefore, it is important to create more engaging experiences for all students. To effectively create curriculum for Juvenile Hall students, we relied on prior work teaching CS to elementary and high school students [7, 21], constructing engaging CS0 courses [16, 20], and creating accessible courses for non-majors [8]. In the end, we found our introductory course to be a positive experience for the students and staff. The students reported liking the class and expressed an interest in continuing to learn computer programming. They also reported liking the game design aspect of the course and indicated they wished the course was longer.

2 SETTING
We partnered with an organization that educates the community on and practices restorative justice. One of the ways they provide restorative justice is through offering a wide variety of classes by bringing in individuals with a broad range of skills to teach at the local Juvenile Hall and Jail.

The work described in this paper builds on prior work with them which focused on teaching Python to incarcerated adults in the area [14]. In order to teach in these environments, the curriculum must meet certain guidelines. For example, the student computers can not have access to WiFi during the class and computers are only available to the students during the class. All practice and homework assignments must be done by hand, allowing learning
to continue outside the classroom, but still meeting the specific needs of the situation.

As this prior course was designed for adults, for this project we developed curriculum specifically for the younger audience, found in Juvenile Hall, but with similar constrains and goals as the prior work.

Demographics: Within Juvenile Hall, there were multiple subsets of students. We chose to work in a setting that supported longer incarceration (6-12 months) for middle or high school students where the students would be there long enough to teach recurring classes to. These students are “moderate to high risk and in need of residential treatment”. Therefore, a curricular focus was on making sure the class was empowering and fun. The curriculum was designed to challenge, but include immediate encouragement and reward as well.

However, there were also many volatile variables for the class including the size of the class, the exact grade of the students and the uncertainty of when students would join or leave, thus, we incorporated flexibility into the curriculum to allow for adaptation to the needs and interests of the students as they arose; we also always had extra activities planned in case we needed to change course. Finally, we had well documented base code, worksheets, and activities prepared for students who joined late in the course. The curriculum assumes that students have basic typing skills, but could be adapted as needed.

3 THE CURRICULUM

Research has found that project-based learning is engaging for non-majors and can increase self-efficacy [8, 12]. In addition, there is a need for both breadth and depth in an introductory CS curriculum [16, 18]. Finally, research shows the benefits of proximal subgoals and immediate rewards, as proximal subgoals (close, attainable subgoals) over distal goals (larger, further away goals) caused intrinsic interest and personal efficacy [1]. We attempted to incorporate these findings through a 2D game design course.

Research on teaching high school students shows many young adults have stereotypes that CS is anti-social and boring; we utilized the researchers’ suggestions for correcting those misconceptions by using game elements, fun projects, real-world applications, and creativity [23].

3.1 Curricular Design

Overall, the curriculum was built around creating a simple 2D game. This way, the students would have a project to work on which they could hopefully be proud of and feel ownership of, as recommended by researchers mentioned above. Throughout the five weeks, each class consisted of a 10-20 minute lesson to teach a new coding concept and then an assignment or two to practice the new concept. Each assignment would directly add to the students’ games. This way, they would practice the lessons of that day while still working towards an immediate subgoal for their own project.

We chose to use Processing, a Java-based language for 2D graphics. Other researchers have found success in using Processing for introductory courses due to its simplicity and immediate visual feedback [7, 19–22]. In addition, it is a text-based language, which avoids some transitional issues some students experience later on when learning in a block-based language [17].

One goal, based on research mentioned above, was to incorporate creativity and game design into our curriculum. The students were allowed to design their game hero given the constraints of the commands they knew and design or choose all of the elements in their game. In addition, although we had instructions and outlines for their game, as much as possible we tried to accommodate the student requests to customize different elements of play.

Course Goal: Overall, the goal of this curriculum is to give opportunity to provide an introduction to computer science to an under-served population, specifically that of juvenile hall students. As an introductory course and an independent elective for high school students, the goal of our curriculum is retention and inclusion over technical depth.

Structure: Coding is a difficult skill to learn, and often requires multiple facets to practice. While typical CS0 classes might have lectures, lab assignments, homework, and projects, this class was limited to two one-hour periods each week for five weeks. In two hours a week, we needed to provide all of the lectures and assignments, projects, and work periods. The students were not able to work on the course material outside of the hour blocks, partly due to their schedules and partly because we provided the laptops used by the students each week. Bringing in laptops that could not connect to the internet made the process much smoother in the Juvenile Hall environment. Also, when originally planning the course we did not know if there would be other computers available to the students. Without being able to assign homework, it was essential to have every assignment work towards the overall game the students were making. We hypothesize this was more engaging, working towards a goal instead of doing isolated practice problems; it was necessary to make time for all of the lectures, labs, and project work in an hour period. We discuss some techniques used to manage the timing constraints below.

3.2 Lessons

Overall, there were ten classes over the course of five weeks. The course outline is included below.

Lesson 1 - Introduction to Computer Science: This lesson introduced students to the goals of the class as a 2D game design course and how it fit into the context of CS as a whole. It also examined the various fields of computer science as well as a very high-level overview of software versus hardware, code, programming, and programming languages. Specific to the goals of this class we discussed 2D space, and interactively graphed points in a ‘normal’ grid versus screen-space. Students were asked to come up to the board to plot points in the two different spaces. Finally, we outlined the 2D game they would make, a simple game where a hero slides across the screen to collect falling objects. Assignment 1: Students were asked to design the main hero for their game, with constraints on number and type of shapes. The students were given a grid to draw on and to label their shapes.

Lesson 2 - Processing Commands to Draw Hero: Following the design of the hero on paper, this class focused on the Processing commands to enable the students to program the drawing of the
The students were instructed to apply what they learned about functions to visual art creation. Even this simple introductory topic allows for a demonstration and discussion about command ordering. For example, you must pick a color before painting, and in programming the developer must write the color command before the draw shape commands. Similarly, for layering shapes to create a compound hero from basic shapes, the order the shape commands are issued effects the drawing order. Students were given a reference worksheet with commonly used commands to assist them while they coded since their laptops did not connect to the internet. Assignment 2: Students were asked to write code to draw their individually designed hero. A student example can be seen in Figure 1.

**Figure 1: Example of Student Work: Drawing a Hero in Processing.**

**Lesson 3 - Functions:** This lesson focused on functions, explaining the built in **setup** and **draw** functions, necessary for 2D animation with Processing, as well as individually created functions written for other purposes. **Prep Work:** To help move the class along in total, all but the last few commands of the ‘hero’ code the students began in lesson two were completed by the instructor prior to class. In addition, base code was provided to enable 2D animation (a **setup** function and a **draw** function, where the ‘hero’ code was placed). By helping prepare this individual base code for students, we were able to efficiently introduce functions at the beginning of lesson three, as well as to start teaching the students how to read code that was not written by them. In addition, we also wrote a separate example program with three different functions to draw three different background scenes. **Assignment 3:** Students finished their heroes, becoming familiar with the new code organization and reminding themselves of the Processing commands. Next, students were instructed to apply what they learned about functions to call the associated function to draw the background they desired in their game. This allowed students to practice using functions, reading code, and integrating preexisting code into their program, meanwhile saving them time and still allowing them some creative choice.

**Lesson 4 - Continuing Functions and Introduction to Variables** In this lesson, we reviewed functions and students were taught coding concepts to allow them to move their hero to the bottom of the screen. Students were introduced to the topic of variables with a white-board lesson. This was followed by a demonstration in Processing, which shows how a variable representing position can be changed to make shapes move across the screen. **Assignment 4:** Students were asked to move their hero code from the **draw** function to a new **hero** function. They also were asked to translate the hero to the bottom left of the screen. In addition, students designed the falling objects for their games. These objects would ultimately be collected by their heroes in a later lesson.

**Lesson 5 - Continuing Variables** This lesson began with a white-board introduction to variable scope. Parameters, local variables, and global variables were all discussed along with the difference between integers and floats. **Assignment 5:** The students were asked to use their knowledge about variables to enable the position of their hero to change, resulting in it moving across the bottom of the screen.

**Lesson 6 - Conditionals and Booleans:** This lesson introduced conditionals and booleans and their use in Processing. **Assignment 6:** The students were asked to use conditionals to make their hero stop moving when they reached the right side of the screen. Next, they used booleans to make the hero move back and forth along the bottom of the screen.

**Lesson 7 - IO Key Controls and More Fun with Variables** Students were introduced to input and output especially related to key board and mouse interactions typically used in 2D games. **Prep Work:** Again to help move the class along, the instructor wrote the code for the students’ ‘falling objects’ based on the designs they made in lesson four. In addition partial base code for recognizing key presses was provided. **Assignment 7:** The students were instructed to complete the code associated with key presses to allow them to control their hero’s movement. They also were given an assignment to review variables, since the topic was still confusing for some of them. They practiced by creating different position variables for each instance of a falling object. Next, they used these variables to draw and animate as many falling objects as they wanted on their screen at a time.

**Lesson 8 - Game Play Class Overview** In contrast to the original game structure with the hero collecting falling objects, some students indicated interest in creating a dodging game instead, where the hero had to avoid falling objects and would lose if they were hit by one. To accommodate the student requests, we made lesson eight an outline of game play options. We gave an overview on how to make a game-over screen when an object hit the ground. We also gave an overview on how to make the falling objects cycle back to the top of the screen when they hit the ground. **Assignment 8:** Students were given individual assignments based on the game variants they chose. This assignment required the use of booleans, basic draw functions, and using conditionals to check when objects reached the edge of the screen. These were all topics students had previously learned.

**Lesson 9 - Collision Detection:** The lesson focused on how to represent collisions in a game using bounding box approximations. This was demonstrated with pseudo-code and drawings on the whiteboard. **Assignment 9:** Students began implementing collision detection.
Lesson 10 - Final Touches Class Overview: This lesson was designed for students to focus on the fun, final touches of game creation. Students were given a free work period. They were also given the option to demo their game to the class. Prep Work: Again due to time constraints, individual assistance was provided to complete the collision detection from the prior lesson. Assignment 10: Students added final edits to their games.

3.3 Challenges and Considerations
This educational experience for students had a strict time limit due to students not being able to access the computer lab outside of class time. To balance learning new concepts and game development, we needed to be aggressive about time management. One way we supported students with the class time constraints was by having two other teaching assistants (Cal Poly students) attend each lesson to assist, providing a one-to-two ratio of TAs to students during most of the course. We found the class would have been very difficult without TAs being able to provide individual help. While the students stayed engaged during the lecture and learned overall concepts during that time, 10-20 minutes limited the amount of technical learning. Therefore, the tutoring-style work period allowed students to get the individual help needed to make progress on their projects and aided in reiterating the lessons.

Another way we accommodated for the time constraint was providing scaffolding for different parts of the project. In addition, while each student designed their project and coded the first part of each assignment every class, one hour was never long enough to learn and then finish an assignment on a new topic. With the students’ permission, as noted above some prep work included us finishing the remainder of some of the class assignments and adding new base code to prepare for the next lesson. This allowed students to be ready to move on to the next lesson. The decision to provide individualized assistance to move along through the curriculum this way emerged after the first few classes and after talking with the students’ regular teacher. He explained it would be most encouraging for the students if, once they started learning a new concept, they were not bogged down by tedious tasks when time was so limited. From his experience working with this student population, he emphasized that holding their engagement was of utmost importance. We admit this is a limitation to student learning as tedious work can be an important part of learning; however, we feel this was the correct solution when balancing engagement and learning (as shown by student responses to post-survey questions).

Implementing this course required some specific and important details that we share here for those considering implementing a similar program. We needed a good deal of lead time prior to starting the class due to the sensitive nature of the population. Volunteers needed to be cleared to enter Juvenile Hall and trained on rules and regulations. Another setup requirement was determining how to make this course count for the students’ high school credits, as each student had different course requirements remaining. Some students were able to count this course as a general elective credit; however others needed it to be a math elective or art course instead. The range of course needs of these students supports the idea of incorporating multiple subjects while teaching CS curriculum. Since our course was a combination of 2D game design and computer science, it was heavy in math, coding, and art/design; this enabled it to count for diverse course needs.

4 VALIDATION
To assess the impact of this experience for students, surveys were given both before and after the class to gather student efficacy and opinions. The surveys were anonymous and were given in the form of printed out Google form surveys (for the pre-survey) and questions on the white board (for the post-survey). This research received IRB approval with care given to working with incarcerated youth.

The number of students in the course varied over the course offering due to the nature of Juvenile Hall and students varying attendance there. Overall, seven different students participated in the course. The sample size for this result is too small for these findings to be statistically significant, however, we found their responses informative, especially when considering our future plans for the next iteration of this course.

4.1 Quantitative Results
The following were the main questions our surveys addressed:

Research Question 1: Is our proposed intervention, specifically using game design, an effective and engaging way to introduce the target demographic to CS?

Our hypothesis when designing this curriculum was that game design would be the most engaging way to teach this group. However, our pre-survey results showed that students had the exact same interest in learning to program as they did in learning to make games. This implies that other areas may have been equally interesting to these students.

However, although pre-surveys indicate games are no more enticing than computer programming in general, post-surveys show that most students would recommend a game focus over computational art for future iterations of this class. Four of the six students present for the post-survey suggested game design, and the other two reported no preference. (Computational art was shown to be an engaging context for a different high school population [21], thus it was under consideration for future iterations).

When students were asked to rank on a Likert scale, with 1 meaning ‘disagree’ and 7 ‘fully agree’, how much they liked the class, the average response was 7. We note, however, that the survey was hand-written, thus although the average score was 7, not all students responded with 7. One student reported a 6 while another student reported liking the class 8 out of 7.

Research Question 2: What preconceived opinions do students in this demographic have concerning CS, games, coding, and creativity?

In the pre-survey, students reported on whether they would consider a career in computer science and if they thought they would be able to get a job in computer science one day if they wanted to. A seven-point Likert scale was used for students’ responses (1 being ‘disagree’ and 7 being ‘fully agree’). Students mostly had neutral or positive responses to these statements. Specifically for considering a career in CS, all responses were >= 3, with an average of 4.75. For the question about being able to get a CS job, all responses were >= 2, with an average of 4.5. While we only have data for 4
students for the pre-survey, more students joined the class after the first day.

Students showed a more positive outlook when asked if they would like to learn computer programming and if they would like to learn how to make games on the computer, with an average response of 5.5 for both questions.

Finally, students were asked if they thought they were creative and if they liked when their classes let them be creative. Students, once again, had fairly positive responses with the average response of 5.75 for both questions related to creativity (all responses were \( \geq 4 \)). This further supports the idea of using creativity to engage a broader range of students in CS.

**Research Question 3:** Does student interest in CS increase after completing the course?

Although we did give pre and post surveys, only three students of the seven total were present for both the pre-survey and post-survey. For each of the three students, they showed very positive responses in the post-survey, with each student improving their perspective on both considering a career in computing and continuing with learning computer programming. The results for the three students, when asked on a 7-point Likert scale if they would consider a career in CS and like to learn (or continue to learn) computer programming, can be seen in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student</th>
<th>Pre-Course</th>
<th>Post-Course</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consider CS Career</td>
<td>Consider CS Career</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>student 1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>student 2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>student 3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>student 1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>student 2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>student 3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison of Pre and Post Surveys for the Students Who Took Both (Other Students Joined Late or Left Early) (Seven-Point Likert Scale)

### 4.2 Qualitative Results

When exploring the research questions qualitatively, we found positive results as well. Overall, everyone involved - the students’ usual teacher, the students, and the volunteers - reported the class as being a positive experience. The teacher was excited to have his students interacting with college students and hopes to continue this course in the future, as well as have other students from other majors teach.

#### 4.2.1 Positive Student Engagement

The students all seemed to enjoy the class, as we had positive experiences with every student despite their initial levels of interest in the subject. For example, one student showed very little interest at first and wondered why he had to take the class as he already had chosen a career path outside of computer science; however, by the end of the course, although he still did not want to pursue computer science as a career, he was one of the most engaged students, working until the very end of class on the last day. He took initiative with his work, researching new commands and coming up with out-of-the-box ideas we had not taught. He even learned how to add lives and a high score counter on the last day, although this was outside of the scope of the class lectures. Overall, even though he does not wish to pursue this career path, he reported he would like to continue learning computer programming.

In addition, all students showed signs of having pride and excitement in their work. The last day, we gave students the option to demo their game to the class. While the students declined to demo in front of the class, every student, during the last class period and also throughout the previous classes, demonstrated their games to each other in one-on-one settings. The students would regularly and excitedly call the teacher, the volunteers, the guards, and each other over to their tables to show off new elements they had added to their games.

#### 4.2.2 Benefits from Course Flexibility and Tutoring Style

We found flexible curriculum and tutoring-centered work periods helpful in this class setting. Flexible game goals and having many opportunities for one-on-one help allowed the students to focus on the areas of the game they were most interested in, while less interested students still had basic, functioning games by the end of the course. One student, for example, was most interested in the artistic and design aspects of making a game. Although he did not pick up complex coding concepts as fast as some students, he worked very hard and stayed focused on his work. He was the only student who asked if he could change the default backgrounds given to him and spent much of his time perfecting it. A screenshot of his game is included in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: Screenshot of Student’s Game.](image)
up so near the end, we were unable to teach him how to make a functioning game. For this student, we taught him the basic draw commands and had him make static drawings with Processing. By the end of the class, he reported that, although it seemed difficult, he liked programming and would want to continue to learn.

4.3 Threats to Validity
At this time, we are presenting our experience with introducing a computer programming course to incarcerated youth. Overall, the experience was a highly positive one. We present information gained in our pre and post surveys, but acknowledge that the sample size of this data is very small. There were only a total of seven students who participated in the course throughout the lessons. This means our survey results are not strong forms of evidence nor are they statistically significant. Furthermore, only three of the students took both the pre and post surveys for comparison. However, the focus of this study was not quantitative results. The value was in pioneering a new course and making the connections to make it sustainable. Future work could include a heavier focus on quantitative analysis once this course is more established.

Another potential threat to validity was unexpectedly meeting the students prior to the first day of class. Though it was helpful to meet them and introduce the course topic prior to the first lesson, this was an unplanned event and potentially inflated student responses on the pre-survey; by the time we gave them the pre-survey asking their opinions on computer science, they had already been informed of some benefits of computer science to prepare them for the first day of class. However, although skewing the data, meeting the students early was beneficial and made the first class easier.

Finally, although we instructed the students to keep the pre and post surveys anonymous, some students wrote their name on the post-survey. Since they chose to disclose their name, they may not have answered as honestly.

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In summary, we have presented our experience report on creating and teaching an introductory CS course for incarcerated youth. This course attempted to empower students that previously did not have access to any computing courses through a creative, project-based curriculum. We designed our class around 2D game design, with an emphasis on creativity, course flexibility, and tutoring-style work sessions. We found the course to have initial success, as all students reported enjoying the class and a desire to continue to learn computer programming. The students also reported liking the game design aspect of the course and stated that they wished the course was longer.

For anyone considering a similar course and likewise for our future courses at Juvenile Hall, it is essential to plan early, plan for flexibility, and have lots of volunteers. We found it was very beneficial to incorporate multiple subjects to adapt to different students’ course requirement needs. We also found an effective class setup to be a short lecture followed by a short assignment. Students expressed that they wished the class was longer than five weeks, so future iterations we plan to expand the course to allow students more time to work with computing concepts and project creation.

Although this initial course offering was successful, we plan a more rigorous study over time to experimentally validate our initial findings. For example, while we intentionally incorporated creativity into the curriculum, we were not able to specifically investigate the effects of varying degrees of creativity, i.e. we cannot assert how important the creative components of our curriculum were.
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